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We're sitting here trying there's no more denying, your
meaning of life is glorified.
You told me just wait son, the triggers on your gun, this
barrel is ending all too soon.
So wake up this day we'll find another way (we're in this
alone now)
new age has come down its time to give up and say
we'll find another way.
we wont let them come between us. 
I found my life (my life), its trapped inside another
hopeless lie.
Ill break these times (these times) and stand beside
another broken lie.
You said these were the best times, I guess im not that
special kind. 
We're sitting here waiting, just contemplating the
reason to turn this all around.
I've come to conclusion, its not a delusion a mission in
life is to go down.
So break down this day well find another way. (we're in
this alone now)
A new age has come down they'll hope for us if we
stay. well find another way.
But they (but they), in spite of your desdain, will make
the best of our time without you.

I found my life (my life), its trapped inside another
hopeless lie. 
Ill break these times and stand beside another broken
lie.
You said these were the best times, I guess im not that
special kind. 
Lets get up, lets go away and maybe thats the proper
way. theres no time for us to wait and maybe thats
another
wake up this day we'll find another way (we're in this
alone now)
a new age has come down its time to give up and say
we'll find another day. 
We wont let them come between us. (one, two, three,
four)
I found my life (my life), its trapped inside another
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hopeless lie. 
Ill break these times and stand beside another broken
lie.
You said these were the best times, I guess im not that
special kind. (2x)
no no not that special kind (2x)
no no not that special
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